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If I were to sum up interaction design in a sentence, I 
would say that it’s about shaping our everyday life 
through digital artifacts—for work, for play, and for 

entertainment. 

Gillian Crampton Smith, Interview, 01/30/2002



There’s a lot more to digital objects than the physical.



There’s a lot more to digital objects than the digital.



Interaction designs often integrate physical, digital, 
behavioral, social, and business considerations.



Interactions are dynamic and demonstrative.



Interaction Design Framework
Eight  Perspectives On a Design



Idea and Error often go 
together. Error is what is 
wrong, and Idea represents 
a particular idea of what 
could be more right. 

Idea & Error



Metaphor

=                               +

Metaphor provides instances of what the new interaction 
being designed is “like” that we might be more familiar 
with. Metaphors can greatly ease understanding.



Scenario
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Scenario spells out the who, what, where, 
when and why of the new design.
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Model can also be referred to 
as “conceptual model” which 
has to do with how the user is 
supposed to think about the 
design. Usually the user 
shouldn’t have to know about 
all of the inner workings of 
the system.

Model



Task describes in detail what 
the person can do, and what 
the designed system needs 
to do. This can be done at a 
high level, or in great detail. 
In particular, it is important 
to enumerate the key states.

Task



This is what the user sees. 
This can be a visual 
display, but can also 
include auditory, olfactory 
and tactile cues.

Display



Control

This is how the user engages with the designed system. 
This can be handles, buttons, verbal commands, gestures...



Example
Celine Perrin’s Haptic Pager



In-Class Activity
Brainstorm about alarm clock designs.

Draw a Verplank diagram of a solution.



Build on the ideas of others
One conversation at a time

Stay focused on the topic
Encourage wild ideas

Defer judgment
Go for quantity

Be visual

7 Rules of Brainstorming
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